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Engraved BSA Rifle w/ Asian Stamped Characters in Stock
May 6 2012 at 5:19 AM

Shane  (Login Studio-13-Antiques)

Hello forum members. Thank you for allowing me to join you. My name is Shane and I own Studio 13 Antiques in Arkansas. Over the years I've come across a few nice
air rifles, but I've never needed much help in identifying them or getting information. However, the one pictured below has be puzzled a bit. I'm probably going to add
this one to my personal collection of interesting "stuff" so I'd like to find more about it if possible. It looks to me like an early BSA/Lincoln, but it is completely
unmarked except for what I believe is the serial number "213" which is found in three different places on the rifle. It is also highly engraved with scrolling and birds.
The stock has Asian characters in a brand type stamp on both sides and on the butt. All of the early BSA/Lincoln's I've seen were stamped as such, but again, this one
is not. Any ideas/opinions or facts you guys can give me? Thanks in advance and I hope you enjoy the photos. Please feel free to ask any questions. 
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Author Reply

Lakey
 (Login Winterlake)

 Vintage BSA forum admin

Interesting Rifle May 6 2012, 8:38 AM 

 
Hi Shane, 
 
Thanks for posting pictures of your rifle. The rifle isnt a BSA, however it could be one of the many close Japanese copies of the BSA
made in the 1920-1950 type period. I would say it has to be from the far east, due to the stock markings etc. Very interesting rifle,
thanks for sharing 

  
 
Lakey
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Shane
 (Login Studio-13-Antiques)

Re: Interesting Rifle May 6 2012, 3:29 PM 

 
Thanks Lakey. I thought that it might have been a Japanese copy. I appreciate the help.
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 George
 (Login tanegashimatomurata)

Re: Engraved BSA Rifle w/ Asian Stamped Characters in Stock May 6 2012, 12:21 PM 

 
Nice airgun, thanks for posting the photos. I assume the barrel liner is possibly brass, and has shallow rifling? 

  
It is pre-war Japanese, most likely taken to the USA by a GI after WW2. 

  
I can't read all the markings without help, but I think the main stamp relates to exemption from a hunting permit. The other markings
appear to be the kanji character for head (of an organisation) with what might be a trade mark symbol above it (two mountain peaks?)
 
Typically Japanese air rifles of that time have markings relating to licence exemption, tax exemption, or school use. They often contain
imported parts made by BSA, Diana or other companies. It's a subject that I'm researching as and when time permits. 

  
I suspect that the cylinder will originally have had the makers brand markings, and that the engraving could have been added later. It
is certainly Japanese style engraving, but I don't recall seeing any mention of an engraved option in any of my original Japanese sales
literature. I am aware that many firearms acquired by US personnel during the post-war occupation of Japan were customised and
engraved by Japanese gunsmiths, and I suppose it could be possible that a GI had this engraved in Japan in the 50's or 60's before
taking it back to the USA. 

  
If this airgun is for sale I would like to purchase it. I have a stateside shipping address if required.
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Shane
 (Login Studio-13-Antiques)

Re: Engraved BSA Rifle w/ Asian Stamped Characters in Stock May 6 2012, 3:33 PM 

 
Very helpful information George. I appreciate you taking the time to educate me a little on this. It is a very well made rifle and still
has very good power in the spring. I'm impressed with it's quality. The barrel does appear to be brass and it is rifled. 
 
I had planned to retaining this piece for my own collection, but of course everything has a price. You can email me if you would like
to discuss an offer. 

  
andrew_shane@yahoo.com 

  
Thanks again.
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 George
 (Login tanegashimatomurata)

Re: Engraved BSA Rifle w/ Asian Stamped Characters in Stock May 6 2012, 6:06 PM 

 
Hi Andrew, I will contact you further by email. 

  
For the benefit of other forum users that might be interested, my information was pretty close. I asked a Japanese friend to
translate the stock markings for me and this is his reply; 

  
'The wordings inside the oval says "As marked on the barrel this rifle does not require a hunting permit". 

 Also the single character with the mountain mark above the wordings should be the logo for the maker.' 
  

The markings referred to are usually stamped on the left side of the breech block. Is there anything stamped there?
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john
 (Login travlinfool)

japanese air rifle copy July 16 2015, 4:18 PM 

 
hello, i too have an air rifle the same as above but not engraved as much. it has all the markings that you mentioned and has a
brass rifled barrel. my father brought it back from japan on a post Hiroshima inspection.i might be interested in selling for the right
price. it is in pretty rough shape but still shoots strong.i cant post the pictures for some reason but email me and i will send some.
travlinfool1@aol.com 

  
thanks, john 
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